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FLOR-SIL™

FLOR-SHIELD™

FLOR-FINISH™

FLOR-GUARD™ EX

FLOR-SIL™ Lithium Densifier is an economical cost effective chemical treatment used to enhance the
grinding and polishing process (metal and resin bonded abrasives) of architectural polished concrete
surfaces. FLOR-SIL™ rapidly produces a harder, denser surface that is easily profiled and polished.
Its deep penetrating, non-soluble properties provide longer life and higher reflectivity.

Use FLOR-FINISH™ on newly polished concrete, colored concrete, concrete toppings and for restoring
existing surfaces. This reactive micro-impregnating NANO Lithium™ polymer gives surfaces higher gloss,
and increased abrasion and stain resistance, while lowering maintenance costs. Apply with a micro-fiber
pad and applicator then burnish with FLOR-GRIT diamond impregnated pads to create a glossy finish
with excellent wear properties and extended life.

FLOR-SHIELD™ is a two component reactive hydrophobing impregnating treatment that combines
surface hardening with stain resistance. This unique chemistry becomes a permanent part of the floor
and will not migrate or wear over time. Surfaces treated with FLOR-SHIELD™ benefit from increased
strength, durability, and reduced efflorescence.

FLOR-GUARD™ EX is a surface hardening clear coat designed for use on PC-5614 Topping or any concrete
or masonry surface. It is a micro film forming hybrid inorganic Nano Lithium™ coating that hardens and
seals to protect against moisture damage and staining. Provides excellent abrasion resistance and chemical
protection. May be used in exterior applications as a stand alone clear coat.

Low Gloss Additive

We now offer a special low gloss additive for FLOR-FINISH™. When added to a pail of FLOR-FINISH™, this unique product will lower the surface gloss levels by 15-25 points.
As long as the mechanical gloss level is less than the desired finish. The low gloss additive will not effect the stain resistance of the finish, this is a great solution for producing low gloss floors.

FLOR-FILL™ (RSG)

FLOR-COLOR™

FLOR-CLEAN™

FLOR-FRICTION™

FLOR-FILL™ (RSG) is a cutting edge material that fills pin holes and other small voids
in the concrete substrate during the grinding process. Designed to work with the PC-5614 Topping it also
works well on polished concrete surfaces. This unique formulation combines our Lithium silicate technology
with specific silica technology to chemically react with the dust to produce a harder more dense surface.
Filling the pin holes contributes greatly to surface refinement and increased gloss levels.

FLOR-CLEAN™ is a neutral pH cleaner specifically designed for cleaning exposed concrete flooring and
polished concrete finishes. This unique product dilutes in a 15 gallon tank on any auto-scrubber or
floor cleaning machine. It contains no hazardous chemical and will not etch or stain your polished
concrete finish.

FLOR-COLOR™ is a waterborne translucent dye designed for use in the Diamatic ULTRAFLOR®
Polished Concrete System. When applied to overlays, profiled or a polished concrete surface it
will provide a variegated coloring effect without creating a film or coating that can be worn away.
FLOR-COLOR™ is a low VOC emitting stain and is safe to use on any project.

Powered by NuSafe

FLOR-FRICTION™ is a specialty cleaner and traction enhancer specifically designed to increase the slip coefficient
of friction on polished concrete finishes. FLOR-FRICTION™ can be added to an auto-scrubber, or it can be mopped
onto any surface to dramatically improve the slip coefficient. This unique product is part of a Safe Floor program
designed with the big box retailers or any owner that wants to reduce their slip/fall claims.

©2015 Diamatic USA, Advanced Concrete Technologies (ADVAN). All Rights Reserved. t Patented. Other patents pending. ULTRAFLOR™, the FLOR™ family of products,
SIRE™ NANO-LITHIUM®, Litho-Dye ™, and G2 and their logos are trademarks used under license from Advanced Concrete Technologies, LLC (ADVAN).
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Interior

Product

Description

Primary Use

FLOR-SIL™

Lithium Densifier

Concrete Densifier

YES

FLOR-SHIELD™

Surface Densifying &
Protective Treatment

Concrete Densifier / Stain resistance
Freeze-thaw resistance

YES

FLOR-FINISH™

Stain & Wear Protection

Polished Concrete Guard

YES

FLOR-GUARD™ EX

Protective SurfaceClear Coat

Concrete Guard / Film Building

YES

FLOR-FILL™ (RSG)

Reactive Surface Grout

Pin Hole and Void Filler

YES

FLOR-CLEAN™

Neutral pH Cleaner

Polished Concrete Maintenance

YES

FLOR-COLOR™ RICH

Water Borne Dye

Coloring Polished Concrete

YES

Exterior

PC-5614

YES
YES
YES

YES
YES

YES

YES
YES

The ULTRAFLOR® concrete treatments are designed for the polished concrete professional and make up a
complete system for Architectural Polished Concrete. These treatments have been engineered and tested
to provide the highest quality concrete floors available today. In today’s marketplace the polishing professional
needs an advantage to stay competitive, staying within a complete system gives them the advantage, and
peace of mind that comes with the knowledge that each product has been tested and proven to perform in
the most extreme conditions. These products will produce the highest quality result and the most durable
concrete surface with every project.
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